Translocations, deletions, and chromosome fusions are frequent events seen in cancers with genome instability. Here we analyzed 358 genome rearrangements generated in Saccharomyces cerevisiae selected by the loss of the nonessential terminal segment of chromosome V. The rearrangements appeared to be generated by both nonhomologous end joining and homologous recombination and targeted all chromosomes. Fifteen percent of the rearrangements occurred independently more than once. High levels of specific classes of rearrangements were isolated from strains with specific mutations: translocations to Ty elements were increased in telomerasedefective mutants, potential dicentric translocations and dicentric isochromosomes were associated with cell cycle checkpoint defects, chromosome fusions were frequent in strains with both telomerase and cell cycle checkpoint defects, and translocations to homolog genes were seen in strains with defects allowing homoeologous recombination. An analysis of human cancer-associated rearrangements revealed parallels to the effects that strain genotypes have on classes of rearrangement in S. cerevisiae.
The development and progression of cancer are correlated with genetic instability. These genomic changes are associated with either a microsatellite instability (MSI) phenotype, involving defects in mismatch repair and a dramatic increase in base substitution and insertion/deletion mutation rates, or a chromosomal instability (CIN) phenotype, involving changes in chromosome number and structure (reviewed in reference 55); however, some tumors have been observed with both MSI and CIN. A causal role for CIN in tumorigenesis is still debated; however, most cancers are associated with dramatic changes to the chromosomal complement (68) , and several hereditary cancer predisposition syndromes are closely linked to CIN (49) . Using the mutator hypothesis (61) , it has been argued that changes in gene dosage, a loss of heterozygosity, a deregulation of gene expression, and the generation of gain-of-function protein chimeras due to CIN are sufficient to drive tumorigenesis in many cases, even without mutations in oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes (29) . Thus, understanding CIN is likely to provide some insight into the mechanisms of tumorigenesis.
One of the major barriers to understanding the CIN phenotype, even for model organisms such as the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, is that there are very few genetic systems capable of systematic characterizations of genome rearrangements (49, 105) . In principle, rearrangements can arise through both homologous recombination (HR) and nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) pathways. In practice, the lack of a detailed understanding of the genetic and biochemical mechanisms that underlie these types of rearrangements in vivo has remained a bottleneck to understanding the generation of genome rearrangements in cancer and other human diseases.
An assay designed to analyze the formation of translocations and other gross chromosomal rearrangements (GCRs) was developed with haploid strains of S. cerevisiae (17) . Using the CAN1 and URA3 genes as counterselectable markers for a nonessential portion of the left arm of chromosome V (Fig.  1A ), both translocations (Fig. 1B ) and other types of GCRs, including broken chromosomes healed by de novo telomere addition, can be selected. For translocations, one of the breakpoints defining such rearrangements must occur in the 12-kilobase region between the most distal essential gene, PCM1 (YEL058), and the telomeric end of the most central marker, CAN1 (YEL063), whereas the other breakpoint can lie anywhere else in the genome. Numerous breakpoint sequences have been determined for GCRs arising in both wild-type and mutant strains (17, 44, (69) (70) (71) (72) (73) (74) 79) . These data are notable in that the GCR assay minimally influences the diversity of rearrangements formed. Here we use a large number of breakpoints previously isolated in numerous genetic backgrounds, but not described in detail, to explore the mechanistic features of the pathways that give rise to these rearrangements. Remarkably, as described below, many of the correlations observed between the genetic background and the recovered rearrangements match observations for tumors, demonstrating that yeast can provide substantial insight into CIN in cancer.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Isolation, mapping, and breakpoint sequencing of individual GCR mutants.
All breakpoints analyzed in this paper were determined previously and were summarized but not reported in detail (17, 44, (69) (70) (71) (72) (73) (74) 79) . Briefly, yeast cultures were grown nonselectively and plated on plates containing canavanine (Can) and 5-fluoroorotic acid (5FOA). Single Can r 5FOA r colonies arising from separate cultures were analyzed to avoid obtaining multiple isolates of individual rearrangement events. The positions of the breakpoints were mapped by overlapping PCRs specific for chromosome V between PCM1 and CAN1. Breakpoints were amplified using nested arbitrarily primed PCR products amplified with one primer within the region of the last successful mapping reaction and then were sequenced.
Breakpoint analysis. Breakpoints were analyzed using custom software that identified direct matches to the chromosome V sequence (or sequences of human genes involved in specific translocations for human translocations). Statistics for breakpoint features were then derived using the reference Saccharomyces genome sequence and the positions of mapped breakpoints. In all cases, breakpoint positions determined by this method matched those resulting from BLAST searches. For illustrative purposes, subtelomeric repeats, rRNA gene repeats, and transposons were merged into a representative repeat that superimposed all breakpoints from sequence-diverged copies. The categorization of translocations into coding sequences of essential genes cross-referenced the gene definitions and phenotypes downloaded from the Saccharomyces Genome Database (http://www.yeastgenome.org).
RESULTS
Rearrangements recovered in the GCR assay. Observed rearrangements (see Table S1 in the supplemental material) are predicted to fall into several classes on the basis of sequences at the breakpoint junction (Fig. 1B) . The most common are the predicted monocentric translocations (Table 1) ; however, the classes observed are strongly influenced by genotype (discussed below). Thus, the distribution of rearrangement classes is biased by which strains have been studied.
One of the breakpoints for each of the 358 rearrangements studied occurred within the 12-kb region between PCM1 and the telomeric end of CAN1 (Fig. 1C) . The distribution of these breakpoints appears to be roughly correlated with the relative GC content of the region. An important deviation from this trend is at the AT-rich intergenic region between the CAN1 and NPR2 genes, which is associated with a large number of breakpoints. A similar distribution is observed for de novo telomere additions (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material) that target short TG-rich regions during the healing of broken chromosomes (83) .
Sequence identities at rearrangement breakpoints. Almost all of the recovered rearrangements appear to be created solely from sequences from chromosome V and the target chromosome ( Fig. 2A) . These rearrangements frequently occur be- Chromosome fusions result from dicentric translocations into telomeres or subtelomeric repeats of other chromosomes. (C) Distribution of breakpoints on chromosome V for the GCR assay. The breakpoints for all GCR isolates are plotted along the 15-kb region between the most centromeric marker (CAN1) and the most telomeric essential gene (PCM1). The 358 rearrangements are displayed at a 50 (light gray)-and a 500 (dark gray)-nucleotide resolution. The relative GC content of the chromosomal arm, calculated for a sliding 100-bp window, is displayed below the genes.
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S. CEREVISIAE SYSTEM FOR DEFINING CIN PHENOTYPES 7227 tween short regions of sequence identity on chromosome V and the target DNA. The lengths of these perfect identities at the rearrangement range from 0 to 15 bases, with an average of 3.7 bases for the 334 rearrangements that do not involve the heterogeneous telomeric repeats ( Fig. 2B ; Table 1 ). These observed identities are longer than would be predicted by chance (Table 1) . Moreover, breakpoints with more than five bases of identity tend to have adjacent regions of homology (see Fig. S2 in the supplemental material). We have previously documented some cases where rearrangements are dependent on NHEJ (eliminated by a lig4 mutation) (69) and one case where rearrangements are dependent on HR (dramatically reduced by rad51 and rad59 mutations) (79) . Thus, we analyzed this data set of rearrangements to more comprehensively examine the roles of both NHEJ and HR in rearrangement formations. Remarkably, we discovered that rearrangements recovered from strains with mutations in LIG4 or a gene encoding one of the Ku subunits (yku70/hdf1) showed longer breakpoint junction sequence identities than the average (Table 1) . On the other hand, strains with HR defects that eliminated both the Rad51-and Rad59-dependent pathways (e.g., rad52 single mutants or rad51 rad59 double mutants) led to shorter junction identities (Table 1 ). This effect was not observed when only a single HR pathway was compromised (e.g., rad51 or rad59 single mutants), which is consistent with studies suggesting these genes are parts of distinct recombination pathways (19, 96) . Surprisingly, a single mutation in rad54 was associated with rearrangements with identity lengths similar to those in rad52 single mutants or rad51 rad59 double mutants (Table 1) , although Rad54 has been implicated primarily in the Rad51-dependent pathway (86) . Thus, this result may suggest a key role for Rad54 in HR-mediated rearrangements or in the ability of HR to compete with NHEJ for repairing DNA damage.
Importantly, only the NHEJ-deficient strains had identity lengths that were statistically different from the average (P Ͻ 0.005) ( Fig. 2C and D) , suggesting that NHEJ generated most rearrangements in the total data set. However, the effect of specific HR mutations on identity length (Table 1) suggests that HR does contribute to the formation of some rearrangements, even in NHEJ-proficient strains. Even with NHEJ-deficient strains, though, the observed 6-to 7-bp breakpoint identities are shorter than the minimum homology lengths required for efficient Rad51-and Rad59-dependent recombination (19, 45) . These facts suggest that both the Rad51-and Rad59-dependent pathways can promote rearrangements at short regions of sequence identity, albeit at suboptimal rates. Consistent with this, the maximal rates of translocations and deletions seen are very low, even for mutants with GCR rates that are 5 orders of magnitude higher than the wild-type rate (ϳ4.5 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 /cell generation). Moreover, rearrangements into essential genes are less common in HR-defective strains (see Table  S2 in the supplemental material), and detailed analyses of selected rearrangements have shown that translocations are nonreciprocal, as would be predicted for translocations into essential genes in haploid strains (17, 79) . Thus, the apparent predominance of NHEJ and the use of low-efficiency HR targets in the formation of GCRs may reflect the fact that highly a Analyzed from a computational generation of all translocations involving breakpoint regions of chromosome V and appropriate regions of the rest of the genome (over 1.3 ϫ 10 11 translocations were generated and analyzed for the monocentric interchromosomal translocations alone). b NA, not applicable. c Dicentric products are predicted on the basis of the sequence orientation at the breakpoint. d Rearrangements involving chromosome V that would be predicted to generate direct repeats (n ϭ 4) or circular chromosomes (n ϭ 2). e For strains containing mutations, breakpoints are included whenever the mutation occurs so that, for example, breakpoints in rad52 rad51 and rad52 rad51 rad59 strains would be included in both the rad52 and rad51 entries.
f Five rad54 rearrangements were from a rad54 tlc1 strain five other rad54 tlc1 isolates were telomeric fusions and are not considered here), and seven were from a rad54 rad52 strain.
efficient HR involving longer regions of homology is likely to result in the formation of an intact chromosome V using genetic information from another copy of chromosome V.
Some of the longest-identity translocation breakpoints that could be formed would result from rearrangements targeting paralogs of the genes in the PCM1-CAN1 region. However, only 3 of 88 rearrangements involving CAN1 were with paralogs such as ALP1 and LYP1, whereas none involving either CIN8 or PRB1 were translocations to their paralogs. One CAN1/ALP1 translocation was found in a rad51 tlc1 strain, and individual CAN1/ALP1 and CAN1/LYP1 translocations were found in an sgs1 strain which is defective in suppressing homoeologous recombination (70, 99, 101) . These translocations involved long homoeologous stretches; however, the rearrangement breakpoints did not occur at the regions of maximum identity (the average identity length was only 7 bases). These rearrangements are similar to selected fusions between the pma1-105 and PMA2 H ϩ -ATPases (40).
FIG. 2. Rearrangement structure and distribution of identities at the junctions. (A)
The rearrangement breakpoint positions can be ambiguous if there are regions of identity between chromosome V and the target sequence. The example rearrangement sequence (middle) is aligned with the chromosome V (top) and target (bottom) sequences. Contiguous matches to the rearrangement are underlined. Colons indicate breakpoint positions defined by two systematic methods. The last identifiable chromosome V breakpoint is the last nucleotide that matches the chromosome V sequence from the database; this method forces the nucleotide after the last identifiable breakpoint to never match the chromosome V sequence. The first identifiable target breakpoint is at the first nucleotide which could have come from the target; hence, there is no identity of the target with the nucleotide before the first identifiable breakpoint. (B) Distribution of breakpoints by the number of nucleotide identities between chromosome V and the target chromosome for the 334 rearrangements not involving fusions to the heterogeneous telomeric sequences. (C) Distribution of identity lengths for breakpoints from strains with mutations in genes involved in NHEJ (lig4 or yku70). (D) Distribution of identity lengths for breakpoints from strains with mutations in genes involved in HR (rad51, rad52, rad54, rad55, rad59, or rdh54). (E) Analysis of breakpoint identities at the genomic junctions of BCR/ABL fusions from leukemias suggesting that these translocations are formed by NHEJ. Breakpoints for both products of the reciprocal translocations, the der(9) and der(22) chromosomes, were combined from previous published studies (20, 21, 25, 41, 57, 98, 108, 113) . (F) Analysis of EWS fusions to FLI1 (n ϭ 113) and other targets, including ERG (n ϭ 3), E1AF (n ϭ 2), ZSG (n ϭ 1), and CHOP (n ϭ 1), from Ewing's sarcomas and other cancers suggesting that these translocations were formed by NHEJ. Breakpoints from both derivative chromosomes were included when available. Breakpoint sequence data were taken from previous reports (7, 30, 46, 66, 75, 77, 81, 114) .
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A similar analysis of junction identities in translocations from human cancers also suggests an NHEJ-based mechanism. We selected 32 BCR/ABL translocations and 132 EWS/FLI1 translocations from leukemia and Ewing's tumors, respectively (95) , because of the number of such breakpoint sequences available. We did not analyze rearrangements that could not be mimicked by the yeast assay, such as translocations involving V(D)J recombination or rearrangements involving long palindromic sequences (36, 52) . The observed junction identities were short, with an average of 0.88 and 0.96 bases, respectively ( Fig. 2E and F) . These rearrangements mostly involved introns (see Fig. S3 in the supplemental material), and a computational analysis showed that millions of rearrangements with larger identities could be generated that would result in identical protein chimeras (the maximum identities are 26 and 31 bases for BCR/ABL and EWS/FLI, respectively). Thus, homologies do not drive these rearrangements. These breakpoints are similar to smaller numbers of other sequenced breakpoints from humans that have 0 to 5 bases of identity. These cancerassociated rearrangements show less breakpoint homology than breakpoints resulting from the rejoining of linearized simian virus 40 DNA in monkey cells (88) and show shorter homology than rearrangements resulting from NHEJ in yeast (Table 1) (51), possibly due to the (at least partial) dependence of NHEJ in budding yeast, but not in mammals, on end processing by the Mre11 complex (27) ; indeed, defects in the Mre11 complex lead to reduced homology at translocation breakpoints (17) .
Nonrepetitive chromosomal target sequences. Of the 358 rearrangements (Fig. 3A) , 222 involved nonrepetitive target sequences and included translocations to every chromosome (Fig. 3B) . Both coding and noncoding regions were targeted (see Table S2 in the supplemental material); however, there were no rearrangements involving centromeres. There was no clear correlation between the position of the breakpoint between CAN1 and PCM1 and the target site, even for rearrangements that only involved chromosome V.
Chromosome V was the most frequent target, with 79 breakpoints. Interstitial deletions, which comprised 12% of the rearrangements, were overrepresented relative to the length of the target region, which is only 0.17% of the genomic DNA (Fig. 3C) . The deletions had short average junction identities (3.2 nucleotides) and were more frequent in HR-defective strains (24 of 43) than in NHEJ-defective strains (2 of 43, with 6 and 12 nucleotides of identity at the junctions), consistent with their being generated primarily by NHEJ (Fig. 4) . It should be noted that the formation of interstitial deletions by NHEJ requires only one resected break on chromosome V rather than multiple independent events. The midpoints between the two recovered ends for these deletions were uniformly distributed on chromosome V (data not shown). The predicted dicentric isochromosomes (Fig. 3D) had the longest average breakpoint junction identities of any translocation class (7.1 nucleotides) ( Table 1 ). These events comprised 7.8% of the rearrangements, even though the relevant target region only comprised 0.9% of the total chromosomal DNA. Most of these (9 of 19) were identified in strains with mutations causing defects in both telomerase and cell cycle checkpoints, such as the mec1 sml1 lig4 tlc1 and tel1 lig4 tlc1 mutants (Fig. 4) . Dicentric isochromosomes in telomerase-deficient strains were previously found to be nonreciprocal, dependent on Rad51, and partially dependent on Rad59 and were suggested to result from a specific HR-dependent mechanism (79) . The fact that the isochromosome breakpoint junctions had longer average sequence identities (Table 1) is consistent with these conclusions. In contrast, the 11 predicted monocentric isochromosomes resulting from rearrangements involving the right arm of chromosome V did not occur more frequently than translocations to other chromosomes (Fig. 3B) . Additionally, these monocentric isochromosomes did not show a bias for a particular genotypic background, unlike dicentric isochromosomes (Fig. 4) . Thus, the frequency of targeting of the left arm of chromosome V in rearrangements is due primarily to specific rearrangement mechanisms based on the positioning of the assay region rather than to some special property of chromosome V.
The 122 predicted monocentric translocations between chromosome V and other chromosomes were the most common type of translocation (Table 1 ) and were observed in the greatest diversity of mutant backgrounds (Fig. 4) . The average of 3.7 bases of identity at the translocation breakpoints is similar to that for the collection of all rearrangements. In contrast, the 21 predicted dicentric interchromosomal translocations and dicentric isochromosomes were primarily observed in strains containing either checkpoint mutations (mec1, rad53, and tel1) or telomerase mutations (tlc1 and est2; 17 of 21 for dicentric translocations and 15 of 19 for dicentric isochromosomes) (Fig. 4) . Random chromosome breakage and rejoining by either NHEJ or HR predict equal numbers of monocentric and dicentric translocations. However, monocentric rearrangements outnumbered potential dicentric rearrangements, suggesting that cell cycle checkpoint-proficient strains do not tolerate dicentric translocations and/or do not permit them to undergo subsequent rearrangements to yield stably inherited products.
Chromosomal rearrangements in human cancers. We searched the 47,800 karyotypes in the Mitelman database (http://cgap.nci.nih.gov/Chromosomes/Mitelman) to attempt to identify correlations between rearrangement classes and human cancer types similar to those seen with genetic backgrounds in the yeast studies described here. The frequencies of karyotypes with terminal and interstitial deletions showed a rough correlation with those of most other rearrangements (including large-scale chromosomal duplications and insertions [data not shown]), suggesting similar rates of formation in CIN cancers.
On the other hand, isochromosomes and dicentric translocations were more poorly correlated with deletions and showed a tendency to be associated with specific cancer types. Overall, dicentric chromosomes from human cancers were rare (2.5% [n ϭ 47,800]), with a higher prevalence in testicular cancer (14% [n ϭ 346]), pancreatic cancer (10% [n ϭ 115]), and squamous cell carcinomas from various sources (7.0% [n ϭ 572]) (Fig. 5) . The general infrequency of dicentric translocations may reflect their potential instability. We also specifically searched the database for complex translocations that may have arisen from rearrangements of dicentric chromosomes into more stable monocentric products; however, most karyotypic data do not have a sufficient resolution to allow this type of analysis.
Like dicentric translocations, isochromosomes also show strong cancer type specificity. Intriguingly, recent analyses showed that many cancer-associated isochromosomes identified by karyotypic analysis are also dicentric (31, 112) , and some of them have been shown to be more consistent with break-induced replication and other recombination models than with classic centromere misdivision models (111) . Isochromosomes are infrequent in all cancers (8.6% [n ϭ 47,800]) (Fig. 5) . However, these aberrant chromosomes are far more frequent in retinoblastomas (44% [n ϭ 128]), testicular cancers (including seminomas and teratomas; 72% [n ϭ 250]), and cervical cancers (50% [n ϭ 84]) (Fig. 5) . Although inactivation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) pathway is very common in most cancers (4, 94) , each of the three cancers with the highest frequencies of isochromosomes is known to be associated with characteristic isochromosomes (see Fig. S4 in the supplemental material) and with pRB deficiency as an early, if not initial, event. Both sporadic and hereditary retinoblastomas are associated with mutations in the gene encoding pRB (62) ; the cells believed to give rise to most testicular germ cell tumors normally do not express pRB (5); and many cervical cancers are linked to infection by human papillomavirus, which encodes the E6 and E7 oncoproteins that inactivate p53 and pRB, respectively (28) . In contrast, endometrial cancers, which are not caused by human papillomavirus, have no bias for isochromosomes (6.1% [n ϭ 668]) (Fig. 5) . These defects are reminiscent of the checkpoint-defective S. cerevisiae backgrounds that frequently form similar chromosomal rearrangements, i.e., predicted dicentric translocations and isochromosomes.
Repeated chromosomal target sequences. The S. cerevisiae genome contains a number of repeated sequences, including rRNA genes, telomeric and subtelomeric sequences, Ty elements, and 2m plasmid DNA. Repeated sequences were the target sites of 136 of the 358 rearrangements observed, including rRNA genes, telomeric and subtelomeric sequences, and Ty1 and Ty2 elements (Fig. 6) . No translocations to Ty3, Ty4, or Ty5 elements or 2m plasmid DNA were observed.
Rearrangements targeting the rRNA genes were underrepresented relative to the proportion of rRNA genes in the genome. The tandem rRNA gene repeats make up ϳ10% of the genome but only accounted for 2.5% of the rearrange-FIG. 5. Frequencies of isochromosomes and dicentric chromosomes in human cancers. The 47,800 karyotypes from the Mitelman database (cgap.nci.nih.gov/Chromosomes/Mitelman) were screened for the propensity to form different types of chromosomal rearrangements. Subsets of the karyotypes grouped by cancer location, such as the lungs, or type, such as medulloblastoma, were also screened for the percentage of karyotypes containing at least one dicentric chromosome or isochromosome. Cancers with high percentages of these rearrangements are labeled. Unlabeled cancer groups lacking a clear bias included Ewing's tumors (n ϭ 333), rhabdomyosarcomas (n ϭ 192), chrondrosarcomas (n ϭ 181), neuroblastomas (n ϭ 232), Wilms's tumors (n ϭ 427), liposarcomas (n ϭ 259), hepatoblastomas (n ϭ 50), adenosarcomas (n ϭ 3,253), leukemias (n ϭ 25,156), lymphomas (n ϭ 4,237), and cancers of the skin (n ϭ 328), breast (n ϭ 961), ovary (n ϭ 598), brain (n ϭ 1,588), prostate (n ϭ 230), and thyroid (n ϭ 304). Karyotypes for these groups were not necessarily kept distinct; for example, the skin melanoma group samples were also included in the skin cancer group.
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ments. This is reminiscent of the suppression of meiotic recombination at the rRNA gene locus within the nucleolus (24), although it may be due to the efficient repair of breaks in the rRNA genes by single-stranded annealing. Rearrangements in the rRNA genes did not involve the HOT1 rRNA gene recombinational hotspot (110) , and the recovered junction sequences do not reveal if the rearrangements targeted the rRNA gene repeats on chromosome XII or extrachromosomal rRNA gene circles (97) . Remarkably, the majority (six of nine) of rearrangements involving the rRNA genes in this data set were isolated from strains containing a tel1 mutation ( Fig. 4 ; see Table S1 in the supplemental material). In contrast, rearrangements involving the Ty elements of the related Ty1 and Ty2 families were overrepresented; Ty1/2 elements account for 3% of the genome and 13% of all rearrangement targets, despite the lack of a Ty element in the chromosome V breakpoint region. Most (26 of 46) were from strains with a tlc1 or est2 mutation, and of the remaining 20, 7 were from strains containing a tel1 mutation that also affects telomere maintenance (Fig. 4) . Most rearrangements targeted the long terminal repeat sequences (Fig. 6D) , which can be isolated or located within a functional Ty element, and typically had short junction sequence identities (Table 1) , suggesting that these rearrangements tended to be formed by NHEJ.
Fusions of a broken chromosome V to both subtelomeric (Fig. 6B) and telomeric (Fig. 6C) repeats were found in strains with telomerase or telomerase maintenance defects (64 of 66 had a tlc1 or est2 mutation, and 66 of 66 had tlc1, est2, and/or tel1 mutations) (Fig. 4) . These subtelomeric fusions and telomeric fusions to the poly(CA) 1-3 strand lacked a bias towards the target sequence (Table 1 : Fig. 6C) , unlike the strong G/T bias observed in the breakpoints of de novo telomere additions (83) . In contrast, 12 of the 15 monocentric subtelomeric capture events (Fig. 6B) were observed in strains with a functional telomerase (Fig. 4) . No telomere capture events were observed in 164 translocations from telomerase-defective strains, suggesting that telomeres are poor targets for capture by NHEJ or HR due to their short length or sequestration by protein factors (109) . This observation is also consistent with previous observations that the majority of telomere additions are due to telomerase-dependent de novo telomere addition (83) .
Identical rearrangement products. Twenty-five rearrangement products were observed more than once and accounted for 52 of the 358 rearrangements studied (see Table S3 in the supplemental material). These identical rearrangement products involved the same breakpoints on chromosome V and on the non-chromosome-V target. The products were isolated from independent cultures and usually from different strains, although frequently these strains had similar genetic defects. This group of identical rearrangement products accounts for 91% of the multiply observed non-chromosome-V target breakpoints but for only 74% of the multiply observed chromosome V breakpoints. These multiply used breakpoints are clearly nonrandom (Table 2) ; this frequency could only be attributed to chance if there were only ϳ2,200 targets in the genome rather than the millions that would be predicted based on the size of the genome. Remarkably, even breakpoint sites that were within a few nucleotides of each other on chromosome V did not translocate to adjacent locations; this suggests that either the sequence at the end of the chromosome frag- The presence of multiple identical rearrangement products could reflect either an increased rate of occurrence or selection for specific rearrangements. However, we were unable to determine any single factor that explained the selection of either breakpoint in the identical rearrangement products or in rearrangements that were only observed once. First, the average junction identity length for the identical rearrangements was only slightly longer than the average and was not unique in the genome. Second, breakpoints did not appear to be biased by potential non-B-DNA structures suggested by theoretical folding with MFOLD (115), nor did the breakpoint distributions correlate with the best free folding energies calculated for overlapping 80-mers along chromosome V. This is in contrast to proposals for human deletions and translocations (23, 114) , although we observed potential structures in some source, target, and rearrangement sequences. Third, we observed no correlation with the average replication time of a wild-type strain (85) (see Fig. S5 in the supplemental material) or the positions of replication origins or termination zones, as suggested for rearrangements that change the gene dosage (50) (see Fig. S6 in the supplemental material). Fourth, breakpoints were not correlated with transcriptional activity, based on microarray data (22) , or with positions relative to genes (data not shown). Fifth, there was no clear correlation of chromosome V or target breakpoints with sister-chromatid attachment sites, as defined by Mcd1 binding sites (34) . Sixth, and finally, we observed no special correlation with evolutionary breakpoints derived from chromosomal alignments of Ashyba gossypii or Kluyveromyces waltii that diverged from S. cerevisiae prior to the duplication of its genome (26, 47, 111 ; data not shown), unlike proposals for biases of human translocations towards segmental duplications identified by using the mouse genome (3).
Alternatively, the identical rearrangements could indicate a role for selection, such as with translocations observed in wineproducing yeast strains (8, 78, 80) . However, only three of the identical rearrangement products, including one chimeric gene fusion, had any potential for a selective advantage over the original strain by disregulating gene expression (see Table S4 in the supplemental material). The identical rearrangement products could also be selected because of the duplication of a portion of the target chromosome by nonreciprocal translocation mechanisms; however, there is no significant difference in the chromosomal regions targeted by the identical versus unique rearrangements.
DISCUSSION
The analysis of genome rearrangement breakpoints described here and the results of previous genetic studies describe a number of features of genome rearrangements in S. cerevisiae. First, genome rearrangements promoted by NHEJ and HR each have a characteristic homology signature, and most rearrangements selected in our studies using a chromosome V-based assay appear to be generated by NHEJ. Second, virtually any chromosomal region can be targeted by genome rearrangements, yet identical rearrangements are surprisingly frequent. Third, the genetic background strongly influences the type of genome rearrangements that can be recovered, both for repetitive and for nonrepetitive element targets. And fourth, the rearrangements observed in yeast have characteristics in common with those observed in human cancers. Together, these data suggest that rearrangements are formed through competition between alternative pathways and are dependent upon the strain genotype. Similarly, an evolving genotype during cancer progression may dramatically affect the spectrum of rearrangements seen in individual cancers.
The isolates studied here must have escaped efficient HR repair, since selection occurs against any events that restore the intact chromosome V structure. However, both HR and NHEJ could, in principle, generate rearrangements, and both have been shown to be important in specific cases (69, 79) . Our analysis shows that both NHEJ and HR generate GCRs and that these mechanisms have different breakpoint homology signatures (6.1 versus 2.5 bases of identity at the junctions [on average]). For the 358 rearrangements in this data set, these signatures suggest that NHEJ is the major mechanism for the formation of recovered rearrangements, even in strains in which HR is functional. Some HR-mediated rearrangements do occur, as revealed by the effects of rad52 single mutants and rad51 rad59 double mutants, and these had increased average homology lengths at their breakpoints (Table 1) . When both NHEJ and HR are inactivated, such in a rad52 lig4 double mutant strain, no translocations are seen (69) .
Even though HR did mediate the formation of some rearrangements, the largest homologies in the rest of the genome were not used (Table 1) , and the homologies used by both Rad51-and Rad59-dependent recombination machineries were shorter than their minimal efficient pairing lengths (19, 45) . These results suggest that these rearrangements involve competition between NHEJ of other breaks in the genome and low-efficiency HR that is unable to scan much of the genome for targets. Thus, the relative proficiency of NHEJ in most genetic backgrounds and the limited homologies in HR-mediated rearrangements are consistent with the results of recent studies suggesting that chromosomal breaks throughout the nucleus are brought to central repair foci (56) . Similarly, the proposed colocalization of chromosomal breaks for repair is also consistent with the fact that all chromosomes are involved. Perhaps one of the more striking results is that there are no clear hotspots for rearrangements involving similar chromosomal regions or repetitive elements once the left arm of chro- Fig. 2A ).
d Number of identical breakpoints that would be predicted by a Poisson distribution of 358 events in 12 kb (for the chromosome V source) or 334 events in 12 Mb (for the unique genome targets). mosome V is omitted from consideration. Our data are less consistent with proposals that recurrent rearrangements, such as those observed during carcinogenesis, are dependent on adjacent nonrandom positioning of interphase chromosomes (43, 91) , unless the chromosomes proximal to chromosome V vary from cell to cell even within the same genetic background.
Despite the extensive characterization of dynamic features of the yeast genome, we were unable to identify any single factor explaining the distribution of rearrangement sites for either the unique or identical rearrangements isolated. This suggests that rearrangements and, presumably, initiating breaks are generated by a number of independent and competing mechanisms. This mirrors the difficulty in assigning rearrangements in human cancers due to specific genomic features, including VDJ recombination heptamer and nonamer signals, eukaryotic topoisomerase II cleavage sites, chi-like octamers, translin binding sequences, purine-pyrimidine tracts, and homopolymeric tracts, as well as repetitive elements such as Alu and SINE repeats and long terminal repeats (LTRs) (reviewed in reference 58). The fact that adjacent breakpoints on chromosome V do not select similar targets is reminiscent of the fact that over 38 different partner genes on a large number of different chromosomes are fused to breaks induced in the human MLL gene (90) , which is involved in most cases of infant acute lymphoblastic leukemia (89) . Despite this fact, 70 of 358 rearrangements involve repeated targeting of identical sites in the chromosome V source, and 52 of 358 involve repeated targeting of the same nucleotides in both the source and the target, which is far more common than would be expected by chance. Intriguingly, the S. cerevisiae identical rearrangements were frequently recovered from strains with similar genotypes (see Table S3 in the supplemental material), which suggests that the genetic background may have an important role in forming or selecting the recovered rearrangements. Rather remarkably, identical rearrangements have also been observed in human cancers; 2 of 19 API2/MALT1 fusion breakpoints isolated from MALT lymphomas were also identical, and another 2 of the 19 share the MALT1 breakpoint (58) .
The genetic background of the yeast strains studied dramatically influenced the types of rearrangements seen (Fig. 4) . Telomerase-defective strains showed a dramatic increase in chromosome fusions with both telomeres and subtelomeric elements as well as rearrangements with Ty elements. The high frequency of chromosome fusions in telomerase-deficient strains suggests either that telomeres maintained by HR are structured differently than those maintained by telomerase or that NHEJ competes more effectively with the HR-based maintenance of telomeres than with telomerase-based maintenance of telomeres (79) . On the other hand, translocations to the subtelomeric elements resulting in telomere capture events can occur in telomerase-proficient strains, suggesting that the proteins that prevent fusion reactions do not prevent other types of recombination, consistent with frequent mitotic recombination between YЈ subtelomeric elements (63) . Rearrangements involving Ty1 and Ty2 elements were also more frequent in telomerase-defective strains. However, these rearrangements involving Ty elements are not HR events between repeated Ty elements, as observed in laboratory strains, natural isolates, the chromosomal evolution of closely related species of the Saccharomyces sensu stricto group, and recent studies of fragile sites due to the suppression of DNA polymerases (14, 33, 54, 84, 107) . Rather, these rearrangements may be due to the Ty1 mobilization observed in strains with telomere dysfunction, possibly leading to the transient production of some type of rearrangement target such as a double-strand break (92, 93) ; telomerase defects could cause Ty elements to become fragile, similar to the suppression of polymerases (54); or telomerase defects could alter the closed chromatin structure of Ty elements (6) .
Additionally, translocations involving paralogs of CAN1 (LYP1 and ALP1) are more frequently observed in strains containing an sgs1 mutation. SGS1 has previously been shown to suppress homoeologous recombination, similar to some of the mismatch repair (MMR) genes (70, 99, 101) . Defects in SGS1 cause increased recombination and defects in the human homolog BLM which are associated with a predisposition to many forms of cancer, and they also cause increased sisterchromatid exchanges (15, 53, 76, 101) . These observations suggest mechanisms by which MSI and CIN genetic instability phenotypes in cancer can be formed. In addition to the allelic loss of MMR genes by chromosomal instability and the secondary mutational inactivation of genes that suppress genomic instability by defects in mismatch repair, CIN phenotypes might arise due to defects in mechanisms, possibly including MMR, that suppress translocations to homoeologous sequences. In support of this view, colorectal cancers with combined MSI and CIN phenotypes have been observed (1) , and more recent data suggest that in some cases these phenotypes may be dependent on each other (35, 103) .
Predicted dicentric chromosomes and isochromosomes were predominantly seen in checkpoint-defective backgrounds. A likely explanation for this is that dicentric chromosomes are unstable. These products can comigrate to the same pole during mitosis (38, 87, 102) , inactivate one of the centromeres (2, 12, 32, 39, 102) , or undergo additional cycles of rearrangements during mitosis (59, 60, 65, 67) . Checkpoint defects would allow cells to progress through the cell cycle in the presence of such broken chromosomes. The mechanism proposed for the formation of dicentric isochromosomes in checkpoint-deficient strains (79) is consistent with those for many isochromosomes in humans (112) and correlates with the accumulation of isochromosomes in cancers with an early loss of Rb (Fig. 4) . During retinoblastoma progression, only 0.6 megabase of the p arm of chromosome 6 needs to be amplified (18) , and multiple types of chromosomal rearrangements have been observed to increase the copy number of this region of the genome (13) . Despite this, isochromosome 6p is the most frequently observed mechanism of amplification (100), suggesting that isochromosomes readily form in Rb-defective cells. Rb controls the G 1 /S transition and the progression through S phase, inhibits apoptosis, and prevents aneuploidy through the suppression of Mad2 overexpression (10, 16, 42, 48) ; consistent with this, checkpoint defects in yeast often cause an increased accumulation of genome rearrangements and chromosome copy number changes.
Moreover, the karyotypes of tumors and cell lines derived from patients with specific cancer predisposition syndromes also suggest similar relationships between chromosomal products and checkpoint defects. Most patients with the Li-Frau- (64) . Fibroblasts from Li-Fraumeni patients showed a dramatic accumulation of dicentric chromosomes and a relative increase in acentric fragments, double minutes, ring chromosomes, and gaps as cells were passaged in culture or after immortalization (9, 11, 106) . Karyotypes from patients with BRCA1-and BRCA2-defective cancers resemble those from Li-Fraumeni syndrome patients; this could reflect the early loss of BRCA1 and BRCA2 or the fact that Ͼ90% of these tumors accumulated mutations in p53 (reviewed in reference 82). On the other hand, mutations in ataxia telangiectasia, A-T-like diseases, and Nijmegen breakage syndrome, which also cause checkpoint defects, tend to be associated with the development of B-and T-cell lymphomas. These lymphomas possess characteristic VDJ recombination-associated translocations between chromosomes 7 and 14 (104) and do not clearly correlate with the accumulation of other specific types of chromosomal aberrations. This may reflect selection for specific rearrangements that occur during the development of lymphomas and drive the carcinogenesis process.
The best-known example of genotype effects on genetic instability in cancer is the MSI phenotype associated with mismatch repair defects (37); however, substantially less is known about the CIN phenotype due to the low resolution of cytogenetic data, the lack of sequence information available for rearrangements that do not drive tumorigenesis, and the lack of information about genetic defects in CIN tumors. The dramatic influence of the strain genotype on the types of rearrangements recovered from S. cerevisiae demonstrated here raises the possibility that the characterization of the types of genome rearrangements seen in human cancers can provide insights into their mechanisms of formation and the presence of genetic defects in these cancers. Moreover, these results suggest that the evolving genotype of cancer cells influences which genes are readily misregulated by genomic instability and thereby may control carcinogenesis.
